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ON THE BIRATIONAL GEOMETRY OF SPACES OF COMPLETE FORMS II:
SKEW-FORMS
ALEX MASSARENTI
Abstract. Moduli spaces of complete skew-forms are compactifications of spaces of skew-symmetric linear
maps of maximal rank on a fixed vector space, where the added boundary divisor is simple normal crossing.
In this paper we compute their effective, nef and movable cones, the generators of their Cox rings, and for
those spaces having Picard rank two we give an explicit presentation of the Cox ring. Furthermore, we give
a complete description of both the Mori chamber and stable base locus decompositions of the effective cone
of some spaces of complete skew-forms having Picard rank at most four.
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1. Introduction
A complete skew-form on a K-vector space V is a finite sequence of non-zero 2-forms ωi, where ω1 is
a 2-form on V , ωi`1 is a 2-form on the kernel of ωi, and the last 2-form in the sequence is either non-
degenerate or has kernel of dimension one. In this paper we study the birational geometry of moduli spaces
of complete skew-forms, extending the study of moduli spaces of complete collineations and quadrics carried
out in [Mas18]. This triad of spaces has been much studied from the end of the 19-th century up to the
present day [Cha64], [Gia03], [Hir75], [Hir77], [Sch86], [Seg84], [Sem48], [Sem51], [Sem52], [Tyr56], [Vai82],
[Vai84], [KT88], [LLT89], [Tha99], [Hue15], [Cav16].
In this paper we investigate some Mori theoretical aspects of the geometry of moduli spaces of complete
skew-forms. Recall that the cone of effective divisors EffpXq of a Mori dream space X admits a well-behaved
decomposition into convex sets, called Mori chambers, and these chambers are the nef cones of birational
models of X . Mori dream spaces were introduced by Y. Hu and S. Keel in [HK00], and behave very well
with respect to the minimal model program.
We will denote by Apnq the moduli space of complete skew-forms on an n`1 dimensional K-vector space
V . Our investigation starts from a construction of Apnq due to M. Thaddeus [Tha99], as a sequence of
blow-ups of Pp
Ź2
V q along the Grassmannian Gp1, nq of lines in Pn, and then along all the secant varieties
of Gp1, nq in order of increasing dimension.
In Section 3, we study the natural action of SLpnq on Apnq, and as a consequence we compute the
generators of its effective and nef cone, while in Section 4 we give a minimal set of generators for the Cox
ring of Apnq. Recall that Cox rings, first introduced by D. A. Cox for toric varieties [Cox95], are defined as
a direct sum of the spaces of sections of all isomorphism classes of line bundles on a given variety. These
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algebraic objects encode much information on the birational geometry of a variety such as its Mori chamber
decomposition. The main results in Theorems 3.9 and 4.5 can be summarized as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let us denote by D2j`2 the strict transform in Apnq of the divisor in Pp
Ź2
V q, with homo-
geneous coordinates rz0,1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : zn´1,ns, given by
pf
¨˚
˚˝˚ 0 zn´2j´1,n´2j . . . zn´2j´1,n´zn´2j´1,n´2j 0 . . . zn´2j,n
...
. . .
. . .
...
´zn´2j´1,n . . . ´zn´1,n 0
‹˛‹‹‚“ 0
where pf denotes the pfaffian, and by Ej the exceptional divisors of the blow-ups in Thaddeus’s construction.
If n is odd then EffpApnqq “
A
E´
1
, . . . , E´n´3
2
, D´n`1
E
and NefpApnqq “
@
D´
2j`2, j “ 0, . . . ,
n´3
2
D
, while if
n is even we have EffpApnqq “
A
E´
1
, . . . , E´n´2
2
, D´n
E
and NefpApnqq “
@
D´
2j`2, j “ 0, . . . ,
n´2
2
D
.
Furthermore, the canonical sections associated to the D2j`2 and the Ej form a set of minimal generators
of CoxpApnqq.
Finally, the Cox rings of Ap4q and Ap5q are isomorphic to the homogeneous coordinate rings respectively
of the 10-dimensional Spinor varieties S5 Ă P
15 and of the 15-dimensional Spinor variety S6 Ă P
31.
The pseudo-effective cone EffpXq of a projective variety X with h1pX,OXq “ 0, such as a Mori dream
space, can be decomposed into chambers depending on the stable base loci of linear series. Such decompo-
sition called stable base locus decomposition in general is coarser than the Mori chamber decomposition.
In Section 5 thanks to the computation of the generators of the Cox rings in Section 4 we determine the
Mori chamber and the stable base locus decomposition of Apnq for n P t4, 5, 6, 7, 8u. Indeed, as a consequence
of Theorems 5.5, 5.6 we have the following.
Theorem 1.2. The Mori chamber and stable base locus decompositions of EffpAp4qq and EffpAp5qq coincide
and consist respectively of 2 and 3 chambers. The Mori chamber decomposition of EffpAp6qq consists of 5
chambers while its stable base locus decomposition consists of 4 chambers. Furthermore, the Mori chamber
decomposition of EffpAp7qq consists of 9 chambers while its stable base locus decomposition consists of 8
chambers. Finally, the Mori chamber decomposition of EffpAp8qq has 15 chambers while its stable base locus
decomposition has 9 chambers.
All these decompositions are described in detail in Theorems 5.5, 5.6. In Conjecture 5.7, based on these
results, we present a conjectural description for the stable base locus decomposition of EffpApnqqzMovpApnqq,
and we extend such description to the spaces of complete collineations and quadrics in [Mas18, Constructions
2.4, 2.6]. Finally, in Section 5.7 we give an explicit presentation of the group of pseudo-automorphisms of
Apnq.
Organization of the paper. All through the paper we will work over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero. In Section 2 we recall the basics on moduli spaces of complete skew-forms and their
construction as blow-ups. In Section 3 we compute their cones of divisors and curves, and in Section 4 we
compute the generators of their Cox rings. Section 5 is devoted to the computation of Mori chamber and
stable base locus decompositions.
Acknowledgments. The author is a member of the Gruppo Nazionale per le Strutture Algebriche, Geo-
metriche e le loro Applicazioni of the Istituto Nazionale di Alta Matematica "F. Severi" (GNSAGA-INDAM).
I thank the referee for the helpful comments that helped me to improve the paper.
2. Moduli spaces of complete skew-forms
Let V be a K-vector space of dimension n` 1, and let PN´ with N´ “
`
n`1
2
˘
´ 1 be the projective space
parametrizing non-zero skew-symmetric linear maps V Ñ V up to a scalar multiple. Here with the notation
N´ we want to stress that we are working with the skew-symmetric counterpart of the space of complete
collineations.
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Recall that given an irreducible and reduced non-degenerate varietyX Ă PN , and a positive integer h ď N
we denote by SechpXq the h-secant variety of X . This is the subvariety of P
N obtained as the closure of the
union of all ph´ 1q-planes xx1, ..., xhy spanned by h general points of X .
A point p P PN´ “ Pp
Ź2
V q can be represented by an pn` 1q ˆ pn` 1q skew-symmetric matrix
(2.1) Z “
¨˚
˚˝˚ 0 z0,1 . . . z0,n´z0,1 0 . . . z1,n
...
. . .
. . .
...
´z0,n . . . ´zn´1,n 0
‹˛‹‹‚
The Grassmannian Gp1, nq is the locus of rank two matrices. More generally, p P SechpGp1, nqq if and only
if Z can be written as a linear combination of h rank two matrices that is if and only if rankpZq ď 2h.
Note that this last statement holds for all points of SechpGp1, nqq and not just for a general point. Indeed,
if Z P SechpGp1, nqq we can find a sequence of matrices tZtutPK such that Zt has rank at most 2h and
limtÞÑ0 Zt “ Z. Now, since all p2h`2qˆp2h`2q sub-Pfaffians of Zt are zero by continuity all p2h`2qˆp2h`2q
sub-Pfaffians of Z are zero as well.
The ideal of SechpGp1, nqq is generated by the p2h` 2q ˆ p2h` 2q sub-Pfaffians of Z [LO13, Section 10].
The space of complete skew-forms is the closure of the graph of the rational map
(2.2)
Pp
Ź2
V q 99K Pp
Ź2Ź2
V q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Pp
Ź2Źn
V q
Z ÞÝÑ p^2Z, . . . ,^nZq
By [Tha99, Theorem 6.3] this spaces can by realized by the following sequence of blow-ups.
Construction 2.3. Let us consider the following sequence of blow-ups:
- Apnq1 is the blow-up of Apnq0 :“ P
N´ along the Grassmannian Gp1, nq;
- Apnq2 is the blow-up of Apnq1 along the strict transform of Sec2pGp1, nqq;
...
- Apnqi is the blow-up of Apnqi´1 along the strict transform of SecipGp1, nqq;
...
- Apnqt n´1
2
u is the blow-up of Apnqt n´1
2
u´1 along the strict transform of Sect n´1
2
upGp1, nqq.
Let fi : Apnqi Ñ Apnqi´1 be the blow-up morphism. We will denote by E
´
i both the exceptional divisor of
fi and its strict transforms in the subsequent blow-ups, and by H
´ the pull-back to Apnq :“ Apnqt n´1
2
u of
the hyperplane section of PN´ . We will denote by f´ : Apnq Ñ PN´ the composition of the f´i ’s.
Then for any i “ 1, . . . , n the variety Apnqi is smooth, the strict transform of SecipGp1, nqq in Apnqi´1
is smooth, and the divisor E´
1
Y E´
2
Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y E´i´1 in Apnqi´1 is simple normal crossing. Furthermore, the
variety Apnq is isomorphic to the space of complete skew-forms.
Remark 2.4. By [CGG05, Theorem 2.1] the dimension of the secant varieties appearing in Construction
2.3 is given by
dimpSechpGp1, nqq “ 2pn´ 1qh` h´ 1´ 2hph´ 1q
for h ă tn`1
2
u.
3. Curves and divisors on spaces of complete skew-forms
Let X be a normal projective Q-factorial variety over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
We denote by N1pXq the real vector space of R-Cartier divisors modulo numerical equivalence. The nef
cone of X is the closed convex cone NefpXq Ă N1pXq generated by classes of nef divisors.
The stable base locus BpDq of a Q-divisor D is the set-theoretic intersection of the base loci of the
complete linear systems |sD| for all positive integers s such that sD is integral
(3.1) BpDq “
č
są0
BpsDq
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The movable cone of X is the convex cone MovpXq Ă N1pXq generated by classes of movable divisors.
These are Cartier divisors whose stable base locus has codimension at least two in X . The effective cone
of X is the convex cone EffpXq Ă N1pXq generated by classes of effective divisors. We have inclusions
NefpXq Ă MovpXq Ă EffpXq. We refer to [Deb01, Chapter 1] for a comprehensive treatment of these
topics.
Definition 3.2. A spherical variety is a normal variety X together with an action of a connected reductive
affine algebraic group G , a Borel subgroup B Ă G , and a base point x0 P X such that the B-orbit of x0 in
X is a dense open subset of X .
Let pX,G ,B, x0q be a spherical variety. We distinguish two types of B-invariant prime divisors: a
boundary divisor of X is a G -invariant prime divisor on X , a color of X is a B-invariant prime divisor that
is not G -invariant. We will denote by BpXq and CpXq respectively the set of boundary divisors and colors
of X .
For instance, any toric variety is a spherical variety with B “ G equal to the torus. For a toric variety
there are no colors, and the boundary divisors are the usual toric invariant divisors. In the following, we
will carefully analyze the natural action of SLpn ` 1q on Apnq in order to get information on the cones of
divisors of this space.
Remark 3.3. The SLpn` 1q-action
SLpn` 1q ˆ Gp1, nq ÝÑ Gp1, nq
pA, rv ^ wsq ÞÝÑ rAv ^Aws
is the restriction to Gp1, nq of the SLpn` 1q-action on PN´ given by
SLpn` 1q ˆ PN´ ÝÑ PN´
pA,Zq ÞÝÑ AZAt
Definition 3.4. A wonderful variety is a smooth projective variety X with an action of a semi-simple simply
connected group G such that:
- there is a point x0 P X with open G orbit and such that the complement XzG ¨ x0 is a union of prime
divisors E1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Er having simple normal crossing;
- the closures of the G -orbits in X are the intersections
Ş
iPI Ei where I is a subset of t1, . . . , ru.
Remark 3.5. In [Lun96] D. Luna proved that a wonderful variety over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero with an action of a semi-simple simply connected group G is spherical, meaning that it is
almost homogeneous under any Borel subgroup B of G .
Proposition 3.6. The variety Apnq is wonderful, and hence spherical. The Picard group of Apnq is given
by
PicpApnqq “
#
ZrH´, E´
1
, . . . , E´n´3
2
s if n is odd
ZrH´, E´
1
, . . . , E´n´2
2
s if n is even
and the set of boundary divisors and colors of Apnq are given respectively by
BpApnqq “
#
tE´
1
, . . . , E´n´1
2
u if n is odd
tE´
1
, . . . , E´n´2
2
u if n is even
CpApnqq “
"
tD´
2j`2, j “ 0, . . . ,
n´3
2
u if n is odd
tD´
2j`2, j “ 0, . . . ,
n´2
2
u if n is even
where the D´
2j`2 are the divisors defined in Theorem 1.1.
Proof. By Construction 2.3 the space of complete skew-forms can be obtained as a sequence of blow-ups of
smooth varieties along smooth centers. Note that if n is odd then the strict transform of Secn´1
2
pGp1, nqq is
a Cartier divisor in Arnsn´1 and hence the last blow-up in Construction 2.3 is an isomorphism.
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By [Tha99, Theorem 11.1] the variety Apnq is wonderful with the action of G “ SLpn`1q in Remark 3.3.
Therefore, by Remark 3.5 it is in particular spherical. We will consider the Borel subgroup
(3.6) B “ tA P SLpn` 1q |A is upper triangularu
By Remark 3.3 an element A P G maps the matrix Z to the matrix Z “ AZAt. Now, set
Ai2,2 “
¨˚
˝ an´i`1,n´i`1 . . . an´i`1,n... . . . ...
an,n´i`1 . . . an,n
‹˛‚
Zi2,2 “
¨˚
˝ zn´i`1,n´i`1 . . . zn´i`1,n... . . . ...
zn,n´i`1 . . . zn,n
‹˛‚ Zi2,2 “
¨˚
˝ zn´i`1,n´i`1 . . . zn´i`1,n... . . . ...
zn,n´i`1 . . . zn,n
‹˛‚
and subdivide the matrices A,Z, Z in blocks as follows
A “
ˆ
Ai1,1 A
i
1,2
Ai2,1 A
i
2,2
˙
Z “
ˆ
Zi1,1 Z
i
1,2
Zi2,1 Z
i
2,2
˙
Z “
˜
Z
i
1,1 Z
i
1,2
Z
i
2,1 Z
i
2,2
¸
Then for i “ 1, . . . , n the matrix AZAt can be subdivided in four blocks as follows$’’’’&’’’’%
Z
i
1,1 “ A
i
1,1Z
i
1,1A
i t
1,1 `A
i
1,2Z
i
2,1A
i t
1,1 `A
i t
1,1Z
i t
1,2A
i t
1,2 `A
i t
1,2Z
i t
2,2A
i t
1,2
Z
i
1,2 “ A
i
1,1Z
i
1,1A
i t
2,1 `A
i
1,2Z
i
2,1A
i t
2,1 `A
i
1,1Z
i
1,2A
i t
2,2 `A
i
1,2Z
i
2,2A
i t
2,2
Z
i
2,1 “ A
i
2,1Z
i
1,1A
i t
1,1 `A
i
2,2Z
i
2,1A
i t
1,1 `A
i
2,1Z
i
1,2A
i t
1,2 `A
i
2,2Z
i
2,2A
i t
1,2
Z
i
2,2 “ A
i
2,1Z
i
1,1A
i t
2,1 `A
i
2,2Z
i
2,1A
i t
2,1 `A
i
2,1Z
i
1,2A
i t
2,2 `A
i
2,2Z
i
2,2A
i t
2,2
Let us focus on the case n odd, the even case can be worked out similarly. The degree i hypersurface
tpfpZi2,2q “ 0u Ă P
N´ is stabilized by the action of G if and only if i “ n`1. Indeed, tpfpZn`1
2,2 q “ 0u Ă P
N´
is the last secant variety of Gp1, nq not filling the whole of PN´ . Note that since G stabilizes Gp1, nq it must
stabilize all its secant varieties. Now, consider the Borel subgroup B in (3.6) and take a matrix A P B.
Then Ai2,1 is the zero matrix, and Z
i
2,2 “ A
i
2,2Z
i
2,2A
i t
2,2. Since we are in the skew-symmetric case Z
i
2,2, Z
i
2,2
are skew-symmetric. Then we get
pfpZ
i
2,2q “ pfpA
i
2,2Z
i
2,2A
i t
2,2q “ detpA
i
2,2qpfpZ
i
2,2q
Note that Ai2,2 is upper triangular while A
i t
2,2 is lower triangular, and that the diagonals of A
i
2,2 and A
i t
2,2 are
made of elements of the diagonal of A.
Therefore, detpAi2,2q ‰ 0, detpA
i t
2,2q ‰ 0 and hence the hypersurface tpfpZ
i
2,2q “ 0u Ă P
N´ is stabilized by
the action of the Borel subgroup B on PN´ . Therefore, the strict transform D2i`2 of tpfpZ
i
2,2q “ 0u Ă P
N´
is stabilized by the action of B, and it is stabilized by the action of G on Apnq if and only if i “ n` 1.
As noticed in [ADHL15, Remark 4.5.5.3], if pX,G ,B, x0q is a spherical wonderful variety with colors
D1, . . . , Ds the big cell XzpD1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YDsq is an affine space. Therefore, it admits only constant invertible
global functions and PicpXq “ ZrD1, . . . , Dss. Now, the Picard rank of Apnq is
n´3
2
` 1 if n is odd and
n´2
2
` 1 if n is even, and we found exactly n´3
2
` 1 colors if n is odd and n´2
2
` 1 colors if n is even. This
concludes the proof of the statement on the set of colors of Apnq.
Now, note that since G stabilizes the secant varieties of Gp1, nq, [Har77, Chapter II, Section 7, Corollary
7.15] yields that G stabilizes the exceptional divisors E´i and the strict transform of the last secant variety
of Gp1, nq. Therefore, these are boundary divisors.
Now, let D Ă Apnq be a G -invariant divisor which is not exceptional for the blow-up morphism f´ :
Apnq Ñ PN´ in Construction 2.3. Then f´˚ D Ă P
N´ is G -invariant as well. Hence, in particular f´˚ D Ă P
N´
is B-invariant. On the other hand, by the previous computation of the colors of Apnq we have that the only
G -invariant hypersurface in PN´ is the last secant variety of Gp1, nq. 
The following result will be fundamental in order to write down the classes of the colors in Proposition
3.6 in terms of the generators of the Picard group.
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Lemma 3.7. Consider the hypersurface Y ´k Ă P
N´ defined as the zero locus of a p2k ` 2q ˆ p2k ` 2q
sub-Pfaffian of the matrix Z in (2.1). Then
multSechpGp1,nqq Y
´
k “
"
k ´ h` 1 if h ď k
0 if h ą k
Proof. If h ą k then degpY ´k q “ k`1 ă h`1 and since IpSechpGp1, nqqq is generated by the p2h`2qˆp2h`2q
sub-Pfaffians, which are hypersurfaces of degree h` 1, the hypersurface Y ´k can not contain SechpGp1, nqq.
Let h ď k. Without loss of generality we may consider the hypersurface Y ´k given by Yk “ tpfpGq “ 0u
where
(3.8) G “ F pz0,1, . . . , z2k,2k`1q “ det
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
0 z0,1 . . . z0,2k`1
´z0,1 . . . . . . z1,2k`1
...
. . .
. . .
...
´z0,2k . . . . . . z2k,2k`1
´z0,2k`1 . . . ´z2k,2k`1 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚
Note that
Bj pfpGq
Bz
j0,0
0,0 , . . . , Bz
jk,k
k,k
“ 0, j0,0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` jk,k
whenever either jr,s ě 2 for some r, s “ 0, . . . , k or in the expression of the partial derivative there are at
least two indexes either of type jr,s, jr1,s or of type jr,s, js,s1 . In all the other cases a partial derivative of
order j is the Pfaffian of the p2k ` 2 ´ 2jq ˆ p2k ` 2 ´ 2jq minor of the matrix in 3.8 obtained by deleting
the rows and the columns crossing in the elements which correspond to the variables with respect to which
we are deriving. Note that for each variable we are deleting two rows and two columns.
Therefore, all the partial derivatives of order j of pfpGq vanish on Seck´jpGp1, nqq. On the other hand, since
the ideal of Seck´jpGp1, nqq is generated in degree k´ j` 1, the non-zero partial derivatives of order j` 1 of
pfpGq, which have degree k´j, can not belong to IpSeck´jpGp1, nqqq. Therefore, multSeck´jpGp1,nqq Y
´
k “ j`1
that is multSechpGp1,nqq Y
´
k “ h´ k ` 1 if h ď k. 
Now, we are ready to compute the effective and nef cones of the spaces of complete skew-forms.
Theorem 3.9. If n is odd we have D´
2
„ H´,
D´
2k`2 „ pk ` 1qH
´ ´
kÿ
h“1
pk ´ h` 1qE´h
for k “ 1, . . . , n´3
2
, and D´n`1 „
n`1
2
H´ ´
řn´3
2
h“1
n´2h`1
2
Eh.
Furthermore, tE´
1
, . . . , E´n´3
2
, D´n`1u generate the extremal rays of EffpApnqq and tD
´
2j`2, j “ 0, . . . ,
n´3
2
u
generate the extremal rays of NefpApnqq.
If n is even we have D´
2
„ H´,
D´
2k`2 „ pk ` 1qH
´ ´
kÿ
h“1
pk ´ h` 1qE´h
for k “ 1, . . . , n´2
2
, tE´
1
, . . . , E´n´2
2
, D´n u generate the extremal rays of EffpApnqq and moreover tD
´
2j`2, j “
0, . . . , n´2
2
u generate the extremal rays of NefpApnqq.
Proof. Let Y be a smooth and irreducible subvariety of a smooth variety X , and let f : BlYX Ñ X be the
blow-up of X along Y with exceptional divisor E. Then for any divisor D P PicpXq in PicpBlYXq we haverD „ f˚D ´multY pDqE
where rD Ă BlYX is the strict transform of D, and multY pDq is the multiplicity of D at a general point of
Y .
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This observation, together with Construction 2.3 and Lemma 3.7, leads us to the expression for D2k`2
in the statement. Just notice that when n is odd Secn´1
2
pGp1, nqq Ă PN´ is a hypersurface of degree n`1
2
,
and its strict transform via the morphism f´ : Apnq Ñ PN´ in Construction 2.3 is the divisor E´n´1
2
. The
statements on the effective and the nef cones follow respectively from [ADHL15, Proposition 4.5.4.4] and
[Bri89, Section 2.6]. 
In the following, we will denote by l´, e´i the classes in N1pApnqq such that H
´ ¨ l´ “ 1, H´ ¨ e´i “ 0 and
E´i ¨ l
´ “ 0, E´i ¨ e
´
j “ ´δi,j .
Proposition 3.10. Let us write the class of a general curve C P N1pApnqq as C “ dl
´ ´
ř
imie
´
i . Then
the cone of moving curves movpApnqq is defined by#
mi ě 0 for i “ 1, . . .
n´3
2
n`1
2
d´
řn´3
2
i“1
n´2i`1
2
mi ě 0
if n is odd
#
mi ě 0 for i “ 1, . . .
n´2
2
n
2
d´
řn´2
2
i“1
n´2i
2
mi ě 0
if n is even
Furthermore, the extremal rays of the Mori cone of Apnq are generated by the curves of class l´´ 2e´
1
` e´
2
,
e´i ´2e
´
i`1`e
´
i`2 for i “ 1, . . . ,
n´7
2
, e´n´5
2
´2e´n´3
2
and e´n´3
2
if n is odd, and by the curves of class l´´2e´
1
`e´
2
,
e´i ´ 2e
´
i`1 ` e
´
i`2 for i “ 1, . . . ,
n´6
2
, e´n´4
2
´ 2e´n´2
2
and e´n´2
2
if n is even.
Proof. The Mori cone is dual to the nef cone, and by [BDPP13, Theorem 2.2] the cone of moving curves is
dual to the effective cone. Therefore, to get the statement it is enough to apply Theorem 3.9. 
Corollary 3.11. The space of complete skew-forms Apnq is a Fano variety of index iApnq given by the
following table
n iApnq
2 3
3 6
4 2
5 5
ě 6 1
Proof. We can write down ´KApnq on the basis of PicpApnqq given by H
´ and the E´i . By Remark 2.4 we
have
codim
P
N´ pSechpGp1, nqqq “
n2 ` n´ 2hp2n´ 2h` 1q
2
for any h ď tn´3
2
u` 1. A straightforward computation shows that ´KApnq has positive intersection with all
the generators of NEpApnqq in Proposition 3.10.
Now, let us compute the index. First note that Ap2q – P2 and Ap3q – P5. Furthermore, we have
´KAp4q “ 10H
´ ´ 2E´
1
and ´KAp3q ¨ e
´
1
“ 2. Similarly, ´KAp5q “ 15H
´ ´ 5E´
1
and ´KAp3q ¨ e
´
1
“ 5.
Finally, when n ě 6 we distinguish two cases. If n is odd the discrepancy of the exceptional divisor over
the last blown-up secant variety, that is for h “ n´3
2
, is 5 and the discrepancy of the exceptional divisor
over the second last blown-up secant variety, that is for h “ n´3
2
´ 1, is 14. Since 5 and 14 are coprime, by
intersecting ´KApnq with e
´
n´3
2
and e´n´3
2
´1
we get that iApnq “ 1. Similarly, when n is even the discrepancy
of the exceptional divisor over the last blown-up secant variety, that is for h “ n´2
2
, is 2 and the discrepancy
of the exceptional divisor over the second last blown-up secant variety, that is for h “ n´2
2
´ 1, is 9. 
4. On the Cox ring
Let X be a normal Q-factorial variety with free and finitely generated divisor class group ClpXq. Fix a
subgroup G of the group of Weil divisors on X such that the canonical map GÑ ClpXq, mapping a divisor
D P G to its class rDs, is an isomorphism. The Cox ring of X is defined as
CoxpXq “
à
rDsPClpXq
H0pX,OXpDqq
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where D P G represents rDs P ClpXq, and the multiplication in CoxpXq is defined by the standard multipli-
cation of homogeneous sections in the field of rational functions on X . If CoxpXq is finitely generated as an
algebra over the base field, then X is said to be a Mori dream space. A perhaps more enlightening definition,
especially for the relation with the minimal model program, is the following.
Definition 4.1. A normal projective Q-factorial variety X is called a Mori dream space if the following
conditions hold:
- Pic pXq is finitely generated, or equivalently h1pX,OXq “ 0,
- Nef pXq is generated by the classes of finitely many semi-ample divisors,
- there is a finite collection of small Q-factorial modifications fi : X 99K Xi, such that each Xi satisfies
the second condition above, and Mov pXq “
Ť
i f
˚
i pNef pXiqq.
The collection of all faces of all cones f˚i pNef pXiqq above forms a fan which is supported on MovpXq.
If two maximal cones of this fan, say f˚i pNef pXiqq and f
˚
j pNef pXjqq, meet along a facet, then there exist
a normal projective variety Y , a small modification ϕ : Xi 99K Xj , and hi : Xi Ñ Y , hj : Xj Ñ Y small
birational morphisms of relative Picard number one such that hj ˝ ϕ “ hi. The fan structure on MovpXq
can be extended to a fan supported on EffpXq as follows.
Definition 4.2. Let X be a Mori dream space. We describe a fan structure on the effective cone EffpXq,
called the Mori chamber decomposition. We refer to [HK00, Proposition 1.11] and [Oka16, Section 2.2]
for details. There are finitely many birational contractions from X to Mori dream spaces, denoted by
gi : X 99K Yi. The set Excpgiq of exceptional prime divisors of gi has cardinality ρpX{Yiq “ ρpXq´ρpYiq. The
maximal cones C of the Mori chamber decomposition of EffpXq are of the form: Ci “
@
g˚i
`
NefpYiq
˘
,Excpgiq
D
.
We call Ci or its interior C
˝
i a maximal chamber of EffpXq.
Remark 4.3. By the work of M. Brion [Bri93] we have that Q-factorial spherical varieties are Mori dream
spaces. An alternative proof of this result can be found in [Per14, Section 4]. In particular, by Proposition
3.6 Apnq is a Mori dream space.
Remark 4.4. By [HK00, Proposition 2.9] a normal and Q-factorial projective varietyX over an algebraically
closed field K, with finitely generated Picard group is a Mori dream space if and only if CoxpXq is a finitely
generated K-algebra. Furthermore, the following equality holds:
dimCoxpXq “ dimpXq ` rankPicpXq
where dimCoxpXq is the Krull dimension of CoxpXq, see for instance [ADHL15, Theorem 3.2.1.4].
As a consequence of the computation of colors and boundary divisors in Proposition 3.6 we have the
following result which will be central in the rest of the paper.
Theorem 4.5. Let Z´I be the minor of the matrix Z (2.1) built with the rows and columns indexed by
I “ ti0, . . . , i2k`1u, T
´
I the canonical section associated to the strict transform of the hypersurface tpfpZ
´
I q “
0u Ă PN´, and S´i the canonical section associated to the exceptional divisor E
´
i in Construction 2.3.
Then CoxpApnqq is generated by the T´I and the S
´
i with 2 ď |I| ď n ´ 1, 1 ď i ď
n´1
2
if n is odd, and
2 ď |I| ď n, 1 ď i ď n´2
2
if n is even.
Proof. By [ADHL15, Theorem 4.5.4.6] if G is a semi-simple and simply connected algebraic group and
pX,G ,B, x0q is a spherical variety with boundary divisors E1, . . . , Er and colors D1, . . . , Ds then CoxpXq
is generated as a K-algebra by the canonical sections of the Ei and the finite dimensional vector subspaces
linKpG ¨ Diq Ď CoxpXq for 1 ď i ď s, where linKpG ¨ Diq is the linear subspace of H
0pApnq,OApnqpDiqq
spanned by the orbit G ¨Di, that is the smallest linear subspace of H
0pApnq,OApnqpDiqq containing the orbit
G ¨Di.
The colors of Apnq have been computed in Proposition 3.6. Let Zbr´
2k`2 be the p2k ` 2q ˆ p2k` 2q bottom
right minor of the matrix Z in (2.1). The Plücker embedding Gp1, nq ãÑ Pp
Ź2
V q maps a pointˆ
x0 . . . xn
y0 . . . yn
˙
P Gp1, n
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to a skew-symmetric matrix with entries zi,j “ xiyj ´ xjyi. Let Z
´
I be the p2k ` 2q ˆ p2k ` 2q minor of
Z corresponding to I “ ti0, . . . , i2k`1u, and consider an element a P SLpn ` 1q such that a ¨ xn´2k´1 “
xi0 , . . . , a ¨ xn “ xi2k`1 and a ¨ yn´2k´1 “ yi0 , . . . , a ¨ yn “ yi2k`1 . Then a ¨ pfpZ
br´
2k`2q “ pfpZ
´
I q. Finally, since
IpSeckpGp1, nqqq is generated by p2k`2qˆp2k`2q sub-Pfaffians of Z
´ we conclude that linKpG ¨pfpZ
br´
I qq “
IpSeckpGp1, nqqq. 
As a first application of Theorem 4.5 we compute the number of extremal rays of the movable cones of
the spaces of complete skew-forms.
Proposition 4.6. The movable cone of Apnq is generated by 2k´1 extremal rays if n “ 2k ` 1 is odd, and
by 2k´2 ` 1 extremal rays if n “ 2k is even.
Proof. It is enough to apply [ADHL15, Proposition 3.3.2.3] to the generators of the Cox ring in Theorem
4.5. 
Remark 4.7. As an ancillary file in the arXiv version of the paper we include the Maple script MovableCSS,
based on Theorem 4.5 and [ADHL15, Proposition 3.3.2.3], computing the extremal rays of MovpApnqq.
For instance, with respect to the standard basis of the Picard group given by H´ and the E´i , MovpAp6qq
is generated by p3,´2,´1q, p1, 0, 0q, p2,´1, 0q, MovpAp7qq is generated by p3,´2,´1q, p1, 0, 0q, p6,´3,´2q,
p2,´1, 0q, andMovpAp8qq is generated by p4,´3,´2,´1q, p3,´2,´1, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 0q, p2,´1, 0, 0q, p6,´3,´2, 0q.
Finally, by the following result we get an explicit description of the relations among the generators of
CoxpApnqq when n P t4, 5u.
Theorem 4.8. The Cox rings of Ap4q and Ap5q are given respectively by
CoxpAp4qq –
KrT´I , S1s|I|Pt2,4u
IpS5q
, CoxpAp5qq –
KrT´I , S1, S2s|I|Pt2,4u
IpS6q
where Sn`1 Ă P
2
n´1, for n P t4, 5u, is the npn`1q
2
-dimensional Spinor variety.
Proof. Note that by Theorem 4.5 CoxpAp4qq and CoxpAp5qq have respectively 16 and 32 generators. For
simplicity of notation we will develop in full detail the case n “ 4.
Consider the matrix Z in (2.1). The Spinor variety S5 is the closure of the image of the mapŹ2
V Ñ P15
Z ÞÝÑ p1, z0,1, . . . , z3,4, pfpZ0q, . . . , pfpZ4qq
where Zi is the minor obtained by deleting the i-th row and column of Z. When we take the closure we add
the missing variable S1, and the 10 quadrics cutting out S5 Ă P
15 induce 10 quadratic relations among the
generators of CoxpAp4qq. Now, Remark 4.4 yields dimCoxpAp4qq “ 9` 2 “ 11, and to conclude it is enough
to observe that S5 Ă P
15 is a 10-dimensional irreducible and reduced variety.
In the case n “ 5 we may argue in a completely analogous way observing that dimCoxpAp5q “ 14` 2 “
16 “ dimpS6q ` 1. 
5. On the Mori chamber and stable base locus decompositions
In this section we will study the Mori chamber and stable base locus decompositions for spaces of complete
skew-forms. The stable base locus of an effective Q-divisor on a normal Q-factorial projective variety X has
been defined in (3.1). Since stable base loci do not behave well with respect to numerical equivalence [Laz04,
Example 10.3.3], we will assume that h1pX,OXq “ 0 so that linear and numerical equivalence of Q-divisors
coincide. Then numerically equivalent Q-divisors on X have the same stable base locus, and the pseudo-
effective cone EffpXq of X can be decomposed into chambers depending on the stable base locus of the
corresponding linear series. This decomposition is called stable base locus decomposition. This means that
EffpX can be decomposed into regions given by unions of possibly non convex cones such that D1, D2 P EffpX
belongs to the same region if and only if BpD1q “ BpD2q, see [CdFG17, Section 4.1.3] for further details.
Note that if X is a Mori dream space then h1pX,OXq “ 0.
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Recall that two divisors D1, D2 on a Mori dream space belong to the same Mori chamber if and only if
BpD1q “ BpD2q and the following diagram of rational maps is commutative
X
XpD1q XpD2q
Ă
φD2φD1
where the horizontal arrow is an isomorphism. Therefore, the Mori chamber decomposition is a refinement
of the stable base locus decomposition.
Remark 5.1. Recall that by [HK00, Proposition 2.11] given a Mori Dream Space X there is an embedding
i : X Ñ TX into a simplicial projective toric variety TX such that i
˚ : PicpTXq Ñ PicpXq is an isomorphism
inducing an isomorphism EffpTXq Ñ EffpXq. Furthermore, the Mori chamber decomposition of EffpTXq is a
refinement of the Mori chamber decomposition of EffpXq. Indeed, if CoxpXq – KrT1,...,Tss
I
where the Ti are
homogeneous generators with non-trivial effective PicpXq-degrees then CoxpTXq – KrT1, . . . , Tss.
Notation 5.2. We will denote by xv1, . . . , vsy the cone in R
n generated by the vectors v1, . . . , vs P R
n.
Given two vectors vi, vj we set pvi, vjs :“ xvi, vjy zRě0vi and pvi, vjq :“ xvi, vjy ztRě0vi Y Rě0vju.
The space Ap1q is a point, and Ap2q, Ap3q have Picard rank one, so there is nothing to say on their
Mori chamber decomposition. Those of Picard rank two are Ap4q and Ap5q. Note that as an imme-
diate consequence of Theorem 3.9 we have that their Mori chamber decomposition coincides with their
stable base locus decomposition. The stable base locus decomposition of EffpAp5qq is given by the regions
rE´
1
, D´
2
q, rD´
2
, D´
4
s, pD´
4
, D´
6
s, while that of EffpAp4qq is obtained from the decomposition of EffpAp5qq by
removing the ray D´
6
„ 3H´ ´ 2E´
1
. Therefore, the first interesting varieties are Ap6q and Ap7q. We begin
our investigation by first studying these decompositions for the first space Apnq1 appearing in Construction
2.3.
Proposition 5.3. Let Apnq1 be the blow-up of P
N´ along the Grassmannian Gp1, nq Ă PN´ in Construction
2.3. As usual we write PicpApnq1q “ ZrH
´, E´
1
s where H´ is the pull-back of the hyperplane section of PN´,
and E´
1
is the exceptional divisor.
Then the Mori chamber and the stable base locus decompositions of EffpApnq1q coincide and are repre-
sented, when n is odd and even respectively, by the following pictures
D
´
2
„ H´
E
´
1
D
´
4
„ 2H´ ´ E´
1
D
´
6
„ 3H´ ´ 2E´
1
D
´
n´1
„ n´1
2
H´ ´ n´3
2
E
´
1
D
´
n`1
„ n`1
2
H´ ´ n´1
2
E
´
1
D
´
2
„ H´
E
´
1
D
´
4
„ 2H´ ´ E´
1
D
´
6
„ 3H´ ´ 2E´
1
D
´
n´2
„ n´2
2
H´ ´ n´4
2
E
´
1
D´n „
n
2
H´ ´ n´2
2
E
´
1
where MovpApnq1q “
@
D´
2
, D´n´1
D
if n is odd, while MovpApnq1q “
@
D´
2
, D´n
D
is n is even.
Proof. Note thatApnq1 is spherical even though it is not wonderful. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.6
we can compute the colors of Apnq1 which by Remark 5.1 are the walls of the Mori chamber decomposition.
Recall that by [LO13, Section 10] the ideal of SechpGp1, nqq is generated by the p2h` 2q ˆ p2h` 2q sub-
Pfaffians of the matrix Z in (2.1), and D´
2h`2 is the strict transform of the hypersurface defined by such a
sub-Pfaffian. By Theorem 3.9 the linear system of D´
2h`2 becomes base-point-free when we blow-up the strict
transform of SechpGp1, nqq in Construction 2.3, so BpD
´
2h`2q “
ČSechpGp1, nqq, where ČSechpGp1, nqq denotes
the strict transform of SechpGp1, nqq Ă P
N´ in Apnq1.
Note that BpDq “ H for any D P rD´
2
, D´
4
s. Now, if D is a Q-divisor in rE´
1
, D´
2
q then BpDq Ă E´
1
.
Furthermore, if e is a curve generating the extremal ray of NEpApnq1q corresponding to the blow-down
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Apnq1 Ñ P
N´ we have D ¨ e ă 0, and since the curves of class e cover E´
1
we get that E´
1
Ă BpDq.
Therefore, BpDq “ E´
1
for any D P rE´
1
, D´
2
q.
Let Db1 “ D
´
2
` b1E
´
1
, Db2 “ D
´
2
` b2E
´
1
be effective Q-divisors in Apnq1 such that b2 ď b1 ď 0. Note
that we can write Db2 “ Db1 ` pb2 ´ b1qE
´
1
, with b2 ´ b1 ď 0. Therefore BpDb1q Ă BpDb2q. Now, consider
D P pD´
2h, D
´
2h`2s, hence D „ D
´
2
` bE´
1
with ´ h
h`1 ď b ă ´
h´1
h
. Note that if p P SechpGp1, nqq is a general
point then there is a degree h´1 rational normal curve C in SechpGp1, nqq passing through p and intersecting
SechpGp1, nqq in h points. Hence, if rC is the strict transform of C in Apnq1 then the curves in Apnq1 of classrC cover ČSechpGp1, nqq. Furthermore, rC „ ph´ 1ql´he, where l denotes the strict transform of a general line
in PN´ , and D ¨ rC “ h´ 1` bh ă 0. Therefore, ČSechpGp1, nqq Ď BpDq, and hence BpDq “ ČSechpGp1, nqq for
any divisor D P pD2h, D2h`2s. 
Thanks to Proposition 5.3 we immediately see that two different types of Sarkisov links naturally arise in
our setting. For the basics on Sarkisov links we refer to [Cor95].
Proposition 5.4. In the notation of Proposition 5.3 let Apnqh1 be the model of Apnq1 corresponding to a
divisor D P pD2h, D2h`2q. If n is even then the rational map P
N´ 99K Pn given by principal sub-Pfaffians of
order n of a general pn` 1q ˆ pn` 1q skew-symmetric matrix gives rise to a Sarkisov link of type I:
Apnq1 Apnq
n´2
2
1
PN´ Pn
If n is odd then the birational involution i : PN´ 99K PN´ given by mapping an invertible skew-symmetric
matrix Z to its inverse gives rise to a Sarkisov link of type II:
Apnq1 Apnq
n´1
2
1
PN´ PN´
Furthermore, Apnq
n´1
2
1
– Apnq1 and the birational involution i : P
N´ 99K PN´ lifts to an automorphism
Zinv : Apnq Ñ Apnq.
Proof. First, note that if n is even the rational map PN´ 99K Pn given by the n`1 principal sub-Pfaffians of
order n of a general pn` 1q ˆ pn` 1q skew-symmetric matrix is dominant, and lifts to the regular fibration
Apnq
n´2
2
1
Ñ Pn induced by D´n .
The description of the maps as Sarkisov links follows from the computation of the Mori chamber decom-
position of EffpApnq1q in Proposition 5.3. For the second part of the statement it is enough to note that
Zinv : Apnq Ñ Apnq is the automorphism switching Pp
Ź2Źk
V q and Pp
Ź2Źn`1´k
V q in (2.2). 
Now, we are ready to compute the Mori chamber and stable base locus decompositions for the spaces of
complete skew-forms of Picard rank three.
Theorem 5.5. The Mori chamber decomposition of Ap6q consists of five chambers described in the following
2-dimensional section of EffpAp6qq
E
´
1
D
´
4
D
´
2 D
´
6
E
´
2
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where MovpAp6qq “ NefpAp6qq “
@
D´
2
, D´
4
, D´
6
D
. The stable base locus decomposition of EffpAp6qq consists
of four chambers and is obtained by removing the wall joining D´
4
with E´
2
in the picture above.
The Mori chamber decomposition of Ap7q consists of nine chambers described in the following 2-dimensional
section of EffpAp7qq
E
´
1
E
´
3
E
´
2
D
´
4
D
´
2
D
´
6
DM
where DM „ 6D
´
2
´3E´
1
´2E´
2
, and MovpAp7qq “
@
D´
2
, D´
4
, D´
6
, DM
D
. The stable base locus decomposition
of EffpAp7qq consists of eight chambers and is obtained by removing the wall joining D´
4
with E´
2
in the picture
above.
Proof. First of all, note that by Theorem 4.5 the sections ofD´
2
, D´
4
, D´
6
, E´
1
, E´
2
are homogeneous generators
of CoxpAp6qq with respect to the usual grading on PicpAp3qq. Furthermore, Theorems 3.9, 4.5 and [ADHL15,
Proposition 3.3.2.3] yield MovpAp6qq “ NefpAp6qq “
@
D´
2
, D´
4
, D´
6
D
.
Now, let TAp6q be a simplicial projective toric variety as in Remark 5.1. Then there is an embedding
i : Ap6q Ñ TAp6q such that i
˚ : PicpTAp6qq Ñ PicpAp6qq is an isomorphism inducing an isomorphism
EffpTAp6qq Ñ EffpAp6qq. Furthermore, if we set rEj “ i˚´1pE´j q, rDj “ i˚´1pD´j q then the sections ofrD1, rD2, rD3, rE1, rE2 are homogeneous generators of CoxpTAp6qq with respect to the grading on PicpTAp6qq
induced by the usual grading on PicpAp6qq via the isomorphism i˚.
Since TAp6q is toric, the Mori chamber decomposition of EffpTAp6qq can be computed by means of the
Gelfand–Kapranov–Zelevinsky, GKZ for short, decomposition [ADHL15, Section 2.2.2]. Let us consider the
family of vectors in PicpTAp6qq given by W “ p rD1, rD2, rD3, rE1, rE2q, and let ΩpWq be the set of all convex
polyhedral cones generated by some of the vectors in W . By [ADHL15, Construction 2.2.2.1] the GKZ
chambers of EffpTAp6qq are given by the intersections of all the cones in ΩpWq containing a fixed divisor
D P EffpTAp6qq. In this context a Mori chamber is the interior of a maximal cone.
Since PicpTAp6qq is 3-dimensional we may picture the vectors of W in a 2-dimensional section. It is
straightforward to see that taking all the possible intersections of all the convex cones generated by vectors
in W we get a picture completely analogous to the one in the statement.
Now, Remark 5.1 yields that the wall-and-chamber decomposition in the statement is a possibly triv-
ial refinement of the Mori chamber decomposition of EffpAp6qq. In particular, MovpAp6qq coincides with
NefpAp6qq.
Let us analyze the stable base locus decomposition of EffpAp6qq. Note that NefpAp6qq “
@
D´
2
, D´
4
, D´
6
D
yields BpDq “ H for any D P
@
D´
2
, D´
4
, D´
6
D
. Furthermore, note that E´
1
Y E´
2
contains BpDq for any
D lying in the interior of
@
D´
2
, E´
1
, E´
2
D
along with pE´
1
, E´
2
q. On the other hand, considering the curves
described in Proposition 3.10 we see that both E´
1
and E´
2
are covered by curves intersecting negatively such
divisor, so BpDq “ E´
1
YE´
2
. Similarly, we can prove that BpDq “ E´
2
if and only if D lies in the interior of
the non convex union of cones
@
D´
2
, D´
4
, E´
2
D
Y
@
D´
4
, D´
6
, E´
2
D
along with pD´
6
, E2s Y pD
´
2
, E2s Y pD
´
4
, E2s.
On the other hand, since Mori chambers are convex, the wall joining D´
4
and E´
2
must appear in the
Mori chamber decomposition. For Ap7q we can argue in an analogous way. Just note that in this case the
models corresponding to the chambers
@
D´
2
, D´
4
, E´
2
D
and
@
D´
4
, D´
6
, E´
2
D
are abstractly isomorphic. Indeed,
they are both isomorphic to the variety Ap7q1 in Construction 2.3 that is to the blow-up of P
27 along the
Grassmannian Gp1, 7q.
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In the notation of Propositions 5.3, 5.4 we have the following commutative diagram
Ap7q
Ap7q1 Ap7q31
P27 W P27
where the rational map Ap7q1 99K Ap7q
3
1 is induced by the automorphism Z
inv : Ap7q Ñ Ap7q in Proposition
5.4. By Proposition 5.3 we have that Ap7q31 is the only small Q-factorial modification of Ap7q1, and Ap7q1 99K
Ap7q31 is the flop associated to the small contraction induced by D
´
4
. Indeed, D´
4
has zero intersection with
the strict transform of a line secant to Gp1, 7q, and the strict transform of Sec2pGp1, 7qq is the exceptional
locus of the small contraction Ap7q1 ÑW induced by D
´
4
. So, even though Ap7q1 and Ap7q
3
1 are abstractly
isomorphic, crossing the wall generated by D´
4
and E´
2
we get a non-trivial flop among them, and hence in
the Mori chamber decomposition we have the additional wall rD´
4
, E´
2
s. 
The arguments used in the proof of Theorem 5.5 also apply to the space Ap8q which has Picard rank four.
Theorem 5.6. The Mori chamber decomposition of Ap8q consists of fifteen chambers and the movable cone
is divided in two Mori chambers as described in the following 3-dimensional section of MovpAp8qq
D
´
2
D
´
6
D
´
8
D
´
4
DM
where DM „ 6H
´´ 3E´
1
´ 2E´
2
. Furthermore, in the stable base locus decomposition of EffpAp8qq there are
two non convex stable base locus chambers which are the union of two Mori chambers, and other two non
convex stable base locus chambers which are the union of three Mori chambers. The remaining three Mori
chambers are also three different stable base locus chambers.
Proof. The arguments, from the theoretical point of view, are the ones used in the proof of Theorem 5.5.
Clearly, in practice it is harder to figure out how the cones intersect since we are working in a 3-dimensional
space. Also in this case the Mori chamber decomposition of Ap8q corresponds with the GKZ decomposition
of the corresponding toric variety. This last claim together with all that follows can be checked by using the
Magma library SBLib.m, see [LMR18, Remark 3.19].
The union of the two Mori chambers
xp0, 0, 1, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 0q, p4,´3,´2,´1q, p2,´1, 0, 0qy
xp0, 0, 1, 0q, p3,´2,´1, 0q, p4,´3,´2,´1q, p2,´1, 0, 0qy
gives a single stable base locus chamber, and the same holds for the two Mori chambers
xp0, 1, 0, 0q, p0, 0, 0, 1q, p1, 0, 0, 0q, p6,´3,´2, 0qy
xp0, 1, 0, 0q, p0, 0, 0, 1q, p4,´3,´2,´1q, p6,´3,´2, 0qy
Furthermore, the union of the three Mori chambers
xp0, 0, 0, 1q, p0, 0, 1, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 0q, p2,´1, 0, 0qy
xp0, 0, 0, 1q, p0, 0, 1, 0q, p3,´2,´1, 0q, p2,´1, 0, 0qy
xp0, 0, 0, 1q, p0, 0, 1, 0q, p4,´3,´2,´1q, p3,´2,´1, 0qy
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gives a single stable base locus chamber, and the same holds for the three Mori chambers
xp0, 0, 0, 1q, p1, 0, 0, 0q, p2,´1, 0, 0q, p3,´2,´1, 0qy
xp0, 0, 0, 1q, p1, 0, 0, 0q, p6,´3,´2, 0q, p3,´2,´1, 0qy
xp0, 0, 0, 1q, p4,´3,´2,´1q, p6,´3,´2, 0q, p3,´2,´1, 0qy
The three Mori chambers
xp0, 0, 1, 0q, p0, 1, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 0q, p4,´3,´2,´1qy
xp0, 1, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 0q, p4,´3,´2,´1q, p6,´3,´2, 0qy
xp0, 0, 0, 1q, p0, 0, 1, 0q, p0, 1, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 0qy
are also three distinct stable base locus chambers. Finally, the remaining two Mori chambers are
NefpAp8qq “ xp1, 0, 0, 0q, p4,´3,´2,´1q, p2,´1, 0, 0q, p3,´2,´1, 0qy
and xp1, 0, 0, 0q, p4,´3,´2,´1q, p6,´3,´2, 0q, p3,´2,´1, 0qy, which is indeed the other chamber ofMovpAp8qq
as displayed in the statement. 
5.6. A conjecture on the stable base locus decomposition of EffpApnqq. Note that by Theorems 5.5,
5.6 we have that
- EffpAp6qqzMovpAp6qq is subdivided in 3 stable base locus chambers, and the stable base loci are
E´
1
, E´
2
, E´
1
Y E´
2
;
- EffpAp7qqzMovpAp7qq is subdivided in 6 stable base locus chambers, and the stable base loci are
E´
1
, E´
2
, E´
3
, E´
1
Y E´
2
, E´
1
Y E´
3
, E´
2
Y E´
3
;
- EffpAp8qqzMovpAp8qq is subdivided in 7 stable base locus chambers, and the stable base loci are
E´
1
, E´
2
, E´
3
, E´
1
Y E´
2
, E´
1
Y E´
3
, E´
2
Y E´
3
, E´
1
Y E´
2
Y E´
3
.
Guided by this observation we make the following conjecture.
Conjecture 5.7. Assume that n is even. Then EffpApnqqzMovpApnqq has
n´2
2ÿ
k“1
ˆ
n´2
2
k
˙
“ 2
n´2
2 ´ 1
stable base locus chambers, and the stable base loci are given by
E´
1
, . . . , E´n´2
2
, E´
1
Y E´
2
, . . . , E´
1
Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y E´n´2
2
Furthermore, the analogous statement holds for the spaces of complete collineations X pn,mq with n ă m in
[Mas18, Construction 2.4].
Now, assume that n is odd. Then EffpApnqqzMovpApnqq has
n´1
2
´1ÿ
k“1
ˆ
n´1
2
k
˙
“ 2
n´1
2 ´ 2
stable base locus chambers, and the stable base loci are given by
E´
1
, . . . , E´n´1
2
, E´
1
Y E´
2
, . . . , E´
1
Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y E´n´1
2
´1
, . . . , E´
2
Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y E´n´1
2
Furthermore, the analogous statement holds for the spaces of complete collineations X pnq and of complete
quadrics Qpnq in [Mas18, Constructions 2.4, 2.6]. Note that it is enough to prove the conjecture for one
of the two spaces X pnq, Qpnq. Indeed, by [Mas18, Lemma 6.2] the conjecture for the other one follows
automatically.
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5.7. Pseudo-automorphisms. Finally, a computation of the pseudo-automorphisms of Apnq is at hand.
Recall that a pseudo-automorphism of a projective variety X is a birational map f : X 99K X such that both
f and f´1 do not contract any divisor. We will denote by PsAutpXq the group of pseudo-automorphisms of
X .
Theorem 5.8. If n ě 4 for Apnq we have
PsAutpApnqq – AutpApnqq –
"
PGLpn` 1q if n is even
PGLpn` 1q ¸ S2 if n is odd
while PsAutpAp1qq – AutpAp1qq is trivial, PsAutpAp2qq – AutpAp2qq – PGLp3q, and finally PsAutpAp3qq –
AutpAp3qq – PGLp6q.
Proof. Since by Corollary 3.11 Apnq is Fano we have PsAutpApnqq “ AutpApnqq. Now, let φ P AutpApnqq
be an automorphism. Then φ must act on the extremal rays of NefpApnqq. If n is even then Theorem 3.9
yields that this action must be trivial since for instance different generators of NefpApnqq have spaces of
global sections of different dimensions.
On the other hand, if n is odd then either this action is trivial or it switches D´
2j`2 with D
´
n´2j´1 for
i “ 1, . . . , n´3
2
. We know that the latter is indeed realized by the distinguished automorphism Zinv : Apnq Ñ
Apnq in Proposition 5.4.
Then, if n is even for any automorphism φ we have in particular that φ˚D´
2
“ D´
2
, and hence via the
blow-up map f : Apnq Ñ PN´ in Construction 2.3 φ induces an automorphism φ of PN´ stabilizing the
Grassmannian Gp1, nq Ď PN´ . To conclude it is enough to observe that since Apnq and PN´ are birational
we have φ “ IdApnq if and only if φ “ IdPN´ , and that by [Cow89, Theorem 1.1] for n ě 4 the group of
automorphisms of PN´ stabilizing Gp1, nq is isomorphic to PGLpn` 1q.
If n is odd we have a surjective morphism AutpApnqq Ñ S2 where S2 “ tIdApnq, Z
invu. Assume that
the permutation induced by φ P AutpApnqq is trivial. Then as before φ induces an automorphism of PN´
preserving Gp1, nq Ď PN´ . In this case [Cow89, Theorem 1.1] yields the exact sequence
0Ñ PGLpn` 1q Ñ AutpApnqq Ñ S2 Ñ 0
where the last morphism has a section. So the sequence splits, and since the actions of PGLpn ` 1q and
S2 “ tIdX pnq, Z
invu on Apnq do not commute the semi-direct product AutpApnqq – S2 ˙ PGLpn ` 1q is
not direct. For the special cases note that Ap1q is a point and Construction 2.3 yields Ap2q – P2 and
Ap3q – P5. 
Remark 5.9. By Theorem 5.8 we know that the connected component of the identity AutopXq of AutpXq
where X is any small Q-factorial modification of Apnq is isomorphic to PGLpn` 1q. Indeed, by the general
theory of Mori dream spaces, see for instance Definition 4.1, such small modification X is a Mori dream
space and hence [ADHL15, Corollary 4.2.4.2] yields AutopXq – AutopApnqq.
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